e-Note
DHS Secretary Mayorkas has to go!
Dear ________:
You may have been seeing on the news and read about the crisis at the US
southern border.
Since February, US border agents have intercepted by their count 800,000
aliens at the border. This number does not include the 1,000 they estimate
that escape past them to enter the country illegally per day.
As former Trump Administration Acting Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement Director Tom Homan has said, the Biden Administration “created
this crisis…This is an open borders agenda.”
The Biden regime strategy is clear: flood illegals by stealth into Red states to
turn them Blue, transforming them to Democrat-controlled strongholds for
generations, if not forever. It is yet another component of the Mean, Violent,
and Evil Democrat strategy for perpetual power.
Fortunately, Congressman Andy Biggs (R-AZ-5) of besieged border state
Arizona, has introduced articles of impeachment against the lawless, openborder DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas.
Americans deserve answers to why the Biden regime has permitted this
stealth invasion of the nation, ignoring its constitutional duty to enforce
immigration law and flooding unsuspecting communities across the country
through an illegal immigrant onslaught, that along with transforming them
politically, may also bring yet another COVID-19 pandemic surge – the
ultimate super-spreader event - not to mention other public health and safety
concerns.
I know that like me, you and your family have worked hard to build a home in
a community that is safe and prosperous. This radical Biden regime stealth
immigration policy threatens all we’ve worked for.
With these facts in mind, I urge you to contact your Members of Congress,
House and Senate, TODAY, and tell them you expect answers about the
Biden regime’s stealth illegal invasion of America, and that you SUPPORT

Congressman Biggs’ impeachment of Secretary Mayorkas and EXPECT them
to do the same.
Use the links below to contact your members of the House and Senate:
How to find your U.S. Representative:
https://www.house.gov/representatives/find-your-representative

How to find your U.S. Senators
https://www.senate.gov/senators/
Thanks for taking the time to read this note, and feel free to personalize it
among your family, friends, and on social media.
Your friend,

